prolific voices of the pre-Kantian rationalistic Enlightenment, provides undeniable evidence of secularization. Nonetheless, as recent historiographies have shown, the assumption that the Philosophes' writings reflect the broader intellectual climate of the Enlightenment is simply not supported by evidence.
3 Notwithstanding the tenor of those writings, the Enlightenment was, it turns out, deeply and broadly informed by religion.
The religious turn in eighteenth-century studies has created opportunities to revisit and refine some of our most entrenched narratives about this period in history. Prominent revisionist histories incorporate religion and anticlericalism, tradition and progress, reason and faith into what are now richer and more complex tapestries of the Enlightenment.
One acknowledged point of intersection among these seemingly tendentious ideologies in the age of Enlightenment is the Jesuit education system. Although The Society of Jesus was widely propagandized in the eighteenth century as obstructive to reason and progress, current scholarship is increasingly attuned to the ways in which the Jesuit education system nourished the progressive tendencies of the Enlightenment.
4 This sys-tem, which was founded on the humanist neoclassicism that proliferated in the Renaissance, was philosophically sophisticated, intellectually rigorous, and theologically uncompromising. Using Leopold Mozart, father to Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, as a case study, my purpose in what follows is to show, in the domain of music, how the Christian faith could accommodate and even encourage enlightened values. Leopold's philosophy of art and worldview, as exhibited throughout his Versuch einer gründlichen Violinschule (A Treatise on the Fundamental Principles of Violin Playing) and correspondence, reflect the influence of classical authors whom he would have studied in the course of his religious education. Far from manifesting tension, Leopold's religious education provided the very pathways to his enlightened philosophy.
To be clear, I do not argue here that Leopold's philosophy of art is inherently religious; to do so would require a separate study. I make the more modest claim that Leopold would not have perceived a tension between that enlightened philosophy and his Christian faith, and thus neither should we.
Despite many discussions in the literature of Leopold Mozart's enlightened philosophy of art, 5 there has yet been no effort to situate that philosophy within the boundaries of his Catholic faith. By reading Leopold's personal and professional writings intertextually, through classical authors that formed the basis of his Jesuit education, this study refines his traditional characterization as a rationalist, while offering new insights into his aesthetics and worldview. In doing so, it not only contributes to the growing consensus that the turn toward enlightened rationalism was not always a turn away from Christian faith; it further advances our understanding of Leopold's aesthetics in specific and enlightened rationalism in general. Thus begins a story of Leopold Mozart, Catholic, Jesuit, and Enlightenment man par excellence.
Leopold the Rationalist?
Rationalism is the key word in writings on Leopold Mozart, and it is set in frequent counterpoint to Wolfgang's perceived genius. Hermann Abert, for example, concludes that "as a rationalist at heart, [Leopold] utterly failed to appreciate the true nature of genius, whose workings are influenced by no external aims."
6 In Alfred Einstein's similar view, Leopold "is half rationalist, half 'popular,' while Wolfgang is never rationalistic and never popular, but godlike, regal, and aristocratic."
7 More recently, Maynard Solomon reads the "patchwork absurdities . . . plundered from myth" in Die Zauberflöte as ultimately giving way to "the service of patriarchal imperatives that would have been very much to the liking of such rationalists as Don Alfonso, Sarastro, and Leopold Mozart."
8 For David Schroeder (in a consideration of an Italian translation of Leopold's Versuch), the text "expressed his own Gottschedian view about what the nature of the language of a manual of instruction should be," a view that comes "very near to Gottsched's ideals of 'Natur and Vernunft' (nature and reason)."
9 For these scholars, in the words of Piero Melograni, Leopold was "an Enlightenment man, rational and concrete."
10
In his own day, too, Leopold's professional outlook and activities were associated with reason and learning. F. W. Marpurg, for 6 Hermann Abert, W. A. Mozart (Breitkopf & Härtel, 1923-24) instance, recommended Leopold's Versuch to the "sound and skilled virtuoso, the rational and methodical teacher, the learned musician;
[for] all of those qualities that make a man of worth are developed together here."
11 And Dominikus Hagenauer's sober praise upon Leopold's death emphasized his "wit" and "wisdom,"
12 traits associated with the exemplary Enlightenment man.
13 This characteri- 13 The ability to both "edify and entertain" was granted the highest status in this period. Alexander Pope's poetry, for example, was lauded by a contemporary reviewer for its interplay among "beauty, wit, and wisdom": "The distinguishing perfections of his poetry are beauty, wit, and wisdom. If we are not elevated, we are charmed; if we are not transported, we are diverted and instructed." "Memoirs of Alexander Pope," Literary and Biographical Magazine, and British Review 2 (London: J. Parsons, July 1793): 327.
A dedicatory poem to "immortal" John Gay similarly emphasizes his work's rare combination of wit and wisdom: "I perceive, you want to look, / at leisure hours upon a book; / And such an one wou'd gladly choose, / As may both profit, and amuse. / . . . / Immortal Gay, sure, all must prize, / who merry makes us, and yet wise. / . . . / Good poets are so wondrous scant, / we seldom meet with what we want. / Few rhyming authors (to be plain) / both edify and entertain. / But here, both wit and wisdom mix; / Here, sir, with lucky hand, you fix, / on one, a most by all confess'd / to be a most the very best." Anon., "I perceive you want to look. . . . ," London Magazine and Monthly Chronologer 6 (London: C. Ackers, 1737): 98. zation reflects Leopold's correspondence with the elder Hagenauer, in which both wit and wisdom were on display. In a 1768 letter to Lorenz Hagenauer, Leopold famously condemned the Viennese public, who "are not curious to see serious and rational [vernünftige] things, of which they have little or no concept. They like nothing but foolish tricks, dancing, devils, spirits, magical spells, Hanswurst, Lipperl, Bernardon, witches, and apparitions-this is well known and their theater shows it every day."
14 This and Leopold's numerous other allusions to Vernunft corroborate accounts from his own time to the present day: reason and learning were core elements of his worldview.
His 19 Nevertheless, even in the age of reason, some truths can be accessed through faith alone.
Leopold's lifelong observance of Catholicism reflects his acknowledgment of faith, "above reason," as a source of truth.
20 Indeed, his childhood family was active in the congregation of the Assumption of the Holy Virgin (associated with the Marian Brotherhood in Augsburg); beginning in 1722, they lived in a house owned by the Jesuit Order (in the Jesuitengasse).
21 His formal education, first at the Jesuit St. Salvator Gymnasium and then-though he withdrew after one year-at the corresponding lyceum, emphasized theology, science, and rhetoric in preparation for his would-be entrance into the priesthood.
22 His godfather was a canon at St. Peter's and a prominent churchman in the community.
23 Following two failed academic terms, Leopold settled permanently in the predominately Catholic city of Salzburg, where he undertook his first professional position as chamberlain and musician to the Salzburg canon Count Johann Baptist Thurn-Valassina and Taxis. Leopold's daily devotional practices and strict observation of Catholic ritesas attested by his correspondence-identify him as a devout Catholic.
24
The contrast (and conflict) This enemy to his own times believed implicitly in the fable of Orpheus, and, it should seem, had never heard of the fine music of Italy, nor even of that of France, which do not charm serpents, it is true, but which do charm the ears of the connoisseur. 35 In this sense, at least, Leopold was a man of his times, a rationalist dispeller of myths, who nevertheless observed the most orthodox rites and "superstitious" beliefs of his Catholic faith.
Some scholars view Leopold's dual emphasis on reason and faith as paradoxical.
36
Erich Valentin situates his rationalism in contrast and contradiction to his faith, 37 and David Schroeder similarly paints a picture of "a renegade Catholic" whose "sense of tolerance far outstripped the religion to which he remained loyal."
38 For Schroeder in
Vielleicht haben die Poeten der künstigen Jahrhunderte Stoff genug unsere heutigen Virtuosen als Götter zu besingen? Denn es scheint wirklich als wenn die alten Zeiten wieder kommen mochten." Mozart, Versuch, 15 (note gg). Though on a finer point Leopold and Voltaire may be seen to disagree-the former denying the supernatural elements of the Orpheus myth, and the latter denying the myth altogether-both focus their skepticism on the irrational and supernatural elements of the history. 35 "Cet ennemi de son siècle croit bonnement à la fable d'Orphée, et n'avait apparemment entendu ni la belle musique d'Italie, ni même celle de France, qui à la vérité ne charment pas les serpents, mais qui charment les oreilles des connaisseurs." Voltaire, Thus unfolds a meticulous survey of the historical and historiographical aspects of the Versuch's preface, which, for him, articulates a humanist concern for history and-in his ensuing discussion of the violin-progress.
42
Kreyszig's argument is persuasive; in fact, he might have gone further in arguing for Leopold's investment in musical humanism. Though his study is limited to key markers of humanist scholarship in the prefacenamely, in the listing of important theorists, the mentioning of prominent humanist scholars (such as Gaffurio), and the emphasis on the roles of Greek and Roman antiquity in his historical account-the rhetoric and ideology of humanism undergird the whole of Leopold's Versuch and his other writings, providing insight into his aesthetic, moral, cultural, and even political values.
Humanism is strongly oriented toward the classical humanities. This is not to say that all neoclassicism is humanist, for classical references are among the most ubiquitous and generic style markers of the Enlightenment. Latin phrase books provided eighteenthcentury authors with the veneer of erudition, although the depth of engagement often ended there. Even among the more probing engagements of the Philosophes, classical references were selective (and sometimes distorted). This is because the Philosophes, on the whole, narrowly equated classicism with paganism; above all, references to antiquity justified those Philosophes' distanced relationship to Christianity. Diderot, who was convinced of Cicero's atheism despite all evidence to the contrary, dismissed his sacred references as political jargon, 43 and Hume went so far as to cast doubt on Cicero's religious musings to his wife (emphasizing his willingness to appear devout):
If there ever was a nation or a time in which the public religion lost all authority over mankind, we might expect, that infidelity in Rome, during the Ciceronian age, would openly have erected its throne, and that Cicero himself, in every speech and action, would have been its most declared abettor. But it appears, that, whatever skeptical liberties that great man might take, in his writings or in the philosophical conversation, he yet avoided, in the common conduct of life, the imputation of deism and profaneness. Even in his own family, and to his wife Terentia, whom he highly trusted, he was willing to appear a devout religionist; and there remains a letter, addressed to her, in which he seriously desires her to offer sacrifices to Apollo and Aesculapius, in gratitude for the recovery of health. 44
Although Renaissance neoclassicists-like their eighteenth-century counterparts-were criticized by some contemporaries as "pagan worshipers" and atheists, such claims were on the whole unjustified. 48 Leopold's decade-long Jesuit training had inculcated him with a humanist commitment to both reason and faith that had defined the spirit of the Renaissance.
Leopold's Humanist Education
Leopold's neo-Renaissance humanism was rooted in his Jesuit education. Educational policy and reform are among the greatest legacies of the Jesuit Order, the curriculum of which was detailed in a comprehensive manual titled Ratio atque institutio studiorum Societatis Jesu, or The Method and System of the Studies of the Society of Jesus. This curriculum was completed in 1599 (following preliminary versions of 1586 and 1589), and its use was mandatory in Jesuit schools (with some regional variation permitted) until the temporary suppression of the society in 1773. The Jesuit curriculum is indebted to the progressive University of Paris (where St. Ignatius and the other founders of the Jesuit Order studied) and the humanistic schools of the Netherlands (where they frequently traveled).
49 Humanism and theology were united in the Jesuit educational philosophy, as clearly articulated in the 1586 Ratio's statement of purpose:
The Society of Jesus conducts schools first, because they supply man with many advantages for practical living; secondly, because they contribute to the right government of public affairs and to the proper making of laws; third, because they give ornament, splendor and perfection to the rational nature of man; and fourth, and what is most important, because they are the bulwark of religion and guide man most surely and easily to the achievement of his last end. 50
In the succinct words of J. J. Chambliss, Jesuit education was thus designed to combine the "practical, the social, the humanistic, and the religious aims . . . that flowed from the principles set down by Ignatius."
51
The foundation of the Jesuit curriculum, as outlined in the Ratio, was the study of the ancient Greek and Roman texts. A founding Jesuit educator in Germany, Jacobus Pontanus, famously remarked, "Without classical education the other branches of study are cold, dumb, and dead; classical learning gives these other studies life, breath, motion, blood, and language."
52
As dictated by the Ratio, students progressed through a program in the studia inferiora, or humanities, that emphasized grammar, eloquence, and rhetoric through careful and studied engagement with classical texts. Greek and Latin reading and comprehension were acquired through the study of Cicero, Caesar, Lucian, Virgil, and others, such that, upon completion of the third grammatical tier, students had thoroughly studied the poems of Ovid, fables of Aesop, dialogues of Lucian, and-through every stage of study-the epistles, orations, and other writings of Cicero.
53 Cicero was indeed the focus of the entire classical training, and the centrality of his oeuvre became increasingly pronounced as students progressed beyond sheer grammar (though style and content were implicitly engaged through the material) and into the study of rhetoric. Cicero was supplemented by Quintilian, Aristotle, and-though to a lesser priest!" 58 His two subsequent failed academic pursuits-at the St. Salvator Lyceum, from which he withdrew before the end of his first year (upon the death of his father), and then at the University of Salzburg, where his poor attendance and apparent indifference to his studies led to his expulsion-rendered him, according to the rector at the latter university, "unworthy of the name of student."
59
Nor is this to say that Leopold's Jesuit education rendered him a faithful member of the Jesuit Order, for the few references to the Society of Jesus in his correspondence, though sympathetic, reveal no overt allegiances. Be this as it may, it is clear that Leopold's education was centered on humanistic studies and, specifically, classic Greek and Roman texts; that his particular shade of rationalism is best understood in light of his internalization of humanist philosophy, aesthetics, and ethics; and that these humanist values and beliefs 58 As reported by Wolfgang in a letter to Maria Anna, "Ja, ein ganzer Mann. bey meinem Vattern galt er sehr viell. und wie er die Pfaffen herum gefopt hat, wegen den geistlich werden." Bauer and Deutsch, eds., Briefe und Aufzeichnungen, 2: 48; trans. Anderson, Letters, 307; cited in Solomon, Mozart, 23.
59 "D. Johan. Georg Mozart August Suevus, qui ab anni, civilis scilicet, initio vix una vel bina vice Physicam frequentavit, et ideo se ipsum nomine studiosi indignum reddidit: fuit is paucis ante examen diebus citatus ad Magnificum, ubi sententiam percepit, se non amplius in numero studiosorum habendum esse, quam sententiam nullis interpostis precibus, ac si hoec non curaret, acceptavit e discessit; qua de ratione ne que ad examen amplius fuit citatus" (Don Johann Georg Mozart, a Swabian of Augsburg, has from the beginning of the civil year hardly attended Natural Science more than once or twice, and has thereby rendered himself unworthy of the name of student. A few days before the examination he was called before the Dean and informed that henceforth he would no longer be numbered among the students. Having heard this sentence, he offered no appeals, accepted the sentence, and departed as if indifferent; therefore he was not called for further examination). Cited in Latin and English in Erich Schenk, Mozart and His Times (Vienna, 1955) , ed. and trans. Richard and Clara Winston (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), 12. were accommodated, and further, endorsed by the keepers of his faith.
The influence of Ciceronian classicism is most prominent in Leopold's writings in the slippery and capacious concept of taste. Five central aspects of Leopold's aesthetic ideal of taste emerge from his personal and professional writings: moderation, clarity, propriety, expression, and ornamentation. These correspond to the teachings of Cicero and thus point to the complementary relationship between Leopold's religious education and his enlightened philosophy of art. The Ciceronian framework, reflected in Leopold's writings, promotes reason beyond rules-reason born of wisdom and experience and fitted to navigate uncertain situations that may defy a predetermined ideal. Taste, itself frequently associated with dogma and rules, is here revealed as a counterpoint to them and a keystone to Leopold's humanistic shade of rationalism.
Taste as Wisdom
Taste in Leopold's system is, prima facie, the province of rules. In the preface to his Versuch, for example, he states emphatically that "[there] is still much to be dealt with. . . such matters as the lighting of a beacon to guide the weak judgment of many a concert performer and, by means of the rules of good taste, to form an intelligent soloist."
60 One such rule concerns overdotting, which Leopold promotes in slow pieces to awaken an otherwise "sleepy" passage: A rationalist promotion of rules permeates Leopold's Versuch, which presents an objective and exacting prescription for violin playing and-on the surface, at least-a rulebased concept of good taste. Although Leopold's apparent emphasis on rules presents much fodder for his characterization as a Gottschedian rationalist, upon closer examination Leopold's rationalism is far from rigorist; rather, he employs rules as part of a system that emphasizes taste and judgment born of time and experience and equipped to manage various, indeterminate situations that may defy a single, predetermined ideal.
For Leopold, rules such as that concerning overdotting, cited above, do not alone lead to a successful performance:
For not only must one observe exactly all that has been marked and prescribed and not play it otherwise than as written, but one must throw oneself into the affect to be expressed performance practice of extending the duration of dotted notes.
62 "Denn nicht nur wird dadurch der Vortrag lebhafter; sondern es wird auch dem Eilen, jenem fast allgemeinen Fehler, Einhalt gethan. . . . Es wäre sehr gut, wenn diese längere Aushaltung des Puncts recht bestimmet und hingesetzet würde. Ich wenigstens habe es schon oft gethan, und meine Vortragsmeinung habe ich mit zweenen Punten nebst Abkürzung der darauf folgenden Note also zu Tage geleget. Es ist wahr, anfangs fällt es fremd in die Augen. Allein was verschlägt dieß? Der Satz hat seinen Grund; und der musikalische Geschmack wird dadurch beförderet." Mozart, Versuch, 39-40; trans. Knocker, Treatise, 41-42. and apply and execute in a certain good style all the ties, slides, accentuation of the notes, the forte and piano; in a word, whatever belongs to tasteful performance of a piece; which can only be learned from sound judgment and long experience. 63 It is precisely this judgment that distinguishes the technically skilled soloist from the more versatile and better-equipped orchestral player. For Leopold, who was himself an orchestral violinist, the former need only "get everything well in tune. . . . A solo player can, without great understanding of music, usually play his concertos tolerably-even with distinction-but a good orchestral violinist must have great insight into the whole art of musical composition and into the differences of style." 64 Such "understanding" and "insight" are not to be taken lightly, for although many "believe themselves to be doing well if they embellish and befrill a piece right foolishly out of their own heads, and . . . have no sensitiveness whatever for the affect, which is to be expressed in the piece,"
65 the "dexterity"
63 "Denn man muß nicht nur alles angemerkte und vorgeschriebene genau beobachten, und nicht anders, als wie es hingesetzet ist abspielen; sondern man muß auch mit einer gewissen Empfindlichkeit spielen; man muß sich in den Affect setzen, der auszudrücken ist; und man muß alle die Züge, die Schleifer, das 69 "Halbcomponisten . . . die selbst die Art eines guten Vortrags entweder nicht anzuzeigen wissen, oder den Fleck neben das Loch setzen." Putting a patch "to the side of," rather than over, a hole, refers to applying nonsensical and ineffectual solutions. Mozart, Versuch, 136; trans. Knocker, Treatise, 124. taste in the translation of verbal adjectives to sounding expressive effects.
Fourth, taste pertains to moments of implied or prescribed subjectivity. With respect to the fermata, for example, "It is true that such sustaining is to be made according to fancy, but it must be neither too short nor too long, and made with sound judgment."
70
For Leopold, then, good taste resides not merely in adherence to accepted, predetermined rules, but further, in the ability to successfully fill the gaps between their verbal prescriptions and actualized music.
Even genius cannot compensate for the taste and judgment born of time, education, and experience. Leopold, while acknowledging his son's God-granted gifts, nevertheless admonishes twenty-two-year-old Wolfgang thus:
It is better that whatever does you no honour, should not be given to the public. That is the reason why I have not given any of your symphonies to be copied, because I suspect that when you are older and have more insight, you will be glad that no one has got hold of them, though at the time you composed them you were quite pleased with them. One gradually becomes more and more fastidious. 71
Leopold's meaning is clear. As he states elsewhere, that which "belongs to the tasteful performance of a piece" resides beyond the individual provinces of genius and theory (i.e., rules) alone, and "can only be learnt through sound judgment and long experience."
72
This association of right judgment with acquired wisdom (rather than learned, extrinsic rules) was a fundamental tenet of Ciceronian humanism and likewise served as the foundation of Leopold's Jesuit training. The three books of Cicero's De oratore, which are devoted to the attributes of the ideal orator, emphasize time and again the importance of acquiring knowledge and skills that transcend the narrow rules of the art form.
73 It thus follows that the purpose of Cicero's pedagogy is not to provide a rigid model of objective and correct practice, for, as with Leopold, rules cannot accommodate the more nuanced aspects of oratory.
74 Its purpose is rather "to reveal . . . the springs from which to drink and the approaches to them, not as one seeking to be myself your guide (an endless and superfluous task), but just indicating the road, and, in the usual way, pointing with my finger to the fountains."
75
As with Leopold, these subtler skills are born of time and experience, and thus elude one such as the young (and admittedly talented) Sulpicius:
And so, Catulus, to begin with our friend here, I first heard Sulpicius, when he was almost a boy, in a petty case: as to intonation, presence, bearing and the other essentials he was well fitted for this function we are investigating, but his delivery was rapid and impetuous-the result of his genius-his diction agitated and a little too exuberant, as was natural at his age. I did not underrate him, being well content that luxuriance should exalt itself in the youthful, for, as with vines it is easier to cut back the branches which have shot out too riotously than to produce new growths by cultivation from a feeble stock, even so in a young man I want something to prune, because the sap can never live long in anything which has ripened too early. 76
Extending the agricultural metaphor, Cicero thus claimed to require "talent which has been cultivated, soil, as it were, not of a single ploughing, but both broken and given a second ploughing so as to be capable of bearing better and more abundant produce. And the cultivation is practice, listening, reading and written composition."
77
Cicero reverberates in Leopold's writings: good taste is a form of judgment that incorporates rules, to be sure, but complements them with wisdom born of time, education, and experience and fitted to navigate nuanced situations that theory alone cannot sufficiently address.
The Civic Dimension of Taste
Leopold's emphasis on acquired wisdom is rooted in the casuistical reasoning that formed the basis of Aristotle's philosophy of ethics and emerged as a central feature of later Roman philosophy as well. For the Greek philosopher, everything said on moral subjects ought to be said in outline, and not with exactness. . . . But if the treatment of the subject generally is of this nature, still less does it admit of exactness in particulars; for it comes under no art or set of precepts, but is the duty of the agents themselves to look to the circumstances of 76 Ibid., 1: 265. 77 Ibid., 1: 293. the occasion, just as is the case in the arts of medicine and navigation. 78 Aristotle resounded in Cicero's Rome, where skepticism, analysis, and dialogue were identified with a "rational way of life" andimplicitly-a healthy, productive society.
79
Drawing on these classical texts, a student of the Society of Jesus was thus "an honest and learned man [who] regards as surely probable an opinion that he has carefully examined, and which he believes to be true, or surely probable, for serious motives, when he judges it aside from all irregular passion."
80
Such judgment was not only dispassionate; it was also the product of highly developed skills of moral and intellectual reasoning, which formed a central component of the Jesuit educational system. 81 For, as elsewhere, rules cannot accommodate all ethical situations; wisdom born of knowledge and experience thus constitutes-according to this system-the engine of reason and the basis of a practical, aesthetic, and civic ideal.
Given the premium placed on acquired wisdom, it is fitting that after vowing purity of conscience, Jesuit students were asked "to keep firm and constant their resolution to apply themselves to their studies."
82 As the Ratio attests, the act of studying, of molding the thinking mind, was not merely an intellectual pursuit; in its promise to produce citizens of wisdom and right judgment, it was also a moral, religious, and civic imperative of the Jesuit Catholic faith. Leopold's rationalism is likewise inflected toward a greater civic ideal. In the dedicatory letter to Prince Siegmund Christoph Schrattenbach, Leopold associates the pedagogical aim of his Versuch-namely, the promotion of good taste in music-with the improvement of the citizenry and society as a whole:
How many young people, often endowed with the fairest gifts of Nature, would have grown to maturity, untended as the seedlings run wild in the forest, if your right fatherly help had not in good time brought them under the supervision of judicious persons for their upbringing? And how many would have had, in the increase of their years, to famish in want and poverty and to be a burden on the community as useless citizens of the world, if Your Grace had not graciously provided instruction in this or that path of knowledge, according to their talent and ability? Young people of both sexes and of all ranks can boast of this kindness: a kindness . . . which lives on in the memory of whole generations [for whom] the kindest of Princes grasped their great-grandfather by the arm and raised him to a position whereby through his knowledge he . . . was able to help his fellow citizens and after his death still to be useful to his descendants.
I may, therefore, surely venture to present to Your Grace in deepest loyalty, a book in which I have endeavoured, according to my poor powers, to pave a way for musicloving youth which shall guide them with certainty to good taste in music. 83 83 "Wie viele junge Leute / welche oft die schönsten Natursgaben hatten / würden gleich den im Walde verwilderten Reisern unbesorgt aufgewachsen seyn; wenn Dero recht väterliche Hülfe sie nicht bey Zeiten unter die Aussicht vernünftiger Personen zur Erziehung gebracht hätte. Und wie viele müßten seiner Zeit bey dem Anwachse der Jahren vor Noth und The taste and erudition to which Leopold so frequently alludes are acquired attributes that serve an intellectual, as well as greater civic and humanistic, agenda.
This agenda is also exhibited in Leopold's correspondence. In an admittedly obscure remark to Lorenz Hagenauer, Leopold refers to his having "transformed beasts into men,"
84 invoking a popular binary between instinctive/appetitive and cultivated/intellective concepts of taste. The Comte de Buffon, Georges Louis Leclerc, was one of a number of eighteenth-century authors to give this binary fuller treatment:
The animals have only one mode for acquiring pleasure, the exercise of their sensations to gratify their desires. We also possess this faculty; but we are endowed with another source of pleasure, the exercise of the mind, the appetite of which is the desire of knowledge. . . . Uninterrupted passion is madness; and madness is the death of the soul. 85 "Les animaux n'ont qu'un moyen d'avoir du plaisir, c'est d'exercer leur sentiment pour satisfaire leur As this passage suggests, much was at stake in claims of good taste; for the cultivation of the intellect was tied to the suppression of the instinct's various appetites, wherein harbored madness and anarchy. The man of taste thus emblematized a civic ideal and a defense against an alternative-and, for many, frightening-social reality.
It may come as no surprise, then, that the frontispiece of Leopold's Versuch presents an engraved portrait of its author that melds the image of the artist to that of the eighteenthcentury man of taste (Fig. 1) . The distinction that comes with age is subtly conveyed in his hair, complexion, and noble, grave expression. His knowledge and skill are emphasized in both the compositions of various types, strewn about, and the violin in his hands (whose diminutive size elevates his own relative stature). Achievement and success are suggested by his gentleman's wardrobe and wig; and yet his presence-direct gaze, seated position, and partially unbuttoned vest-is unpretentious, unguarded, and direct. This image thus recommends the work that it introduces by portraying its author as a man of age, knowledge, and achievement; and the two aspects of taste-the aesthetic and the greater social/civic-merge into one mutually reinforcing characterization.
The Latin epigraph-playing, as it does, on the intersection between performative and social aspects of gesture-renders the portrait's meaning explicit: "Therefore it is appropriate that there is neither conspicuous charm nor indecency in gesture, lest we appear to be either actors or people who work for hire."
86
All of this evidence points to a concept of taste that incorporated aesthetic, cultural, and even political dimensions; the cultivation of taste went hand in hand with the cultivation of a society of virtuous, industrious, and upright citizens. 
Moderation as a Tenet of Taste
Nowhere does the influence of Ciceronian humanism surface more prominently than in Leopold's frequent references to moderation. For Leopold, good taste seeks the "middle ground" in nearly all performance situations. Of the trill that cues the end of a cadenza, for example, Leopold argues that there is nothing in worse taste than in a cadenza, where one is not tied to strict time, to break off the trill so abruptly and unexpectedly that the ears of the listeners are more offended than entertained. . . . Therefore the middle road must be chosen, and a trill must be made which comes closest to good taste. 87
In his discussion of tempo indications, Leopold's allegiance to the middle ground reaches almost comic proportions. Admittedly, performance indications referred as much to the character of a piece as to its tempo; however, where tempo was a factor, other theorists permitted a variety that Leopold denied in the service of "the middle ground." Though it is fitting that moderato should indicate a tempo "neither too fast nor too slow,"
88 vivace, spiritoso, and animoso also suggest "the mean between quick and slow,"
89
and tempo commodo and tempo giusto likewise "tell us that we must play it neither too fast nor too slowly, but in a proper, convenient, and 87 The full passage reads: "Es ist auch nichts abgeschmackters, als wenn bey einer Cadenze, wo man an das Zeitmaaß nicht gebunden ist, der Triller so schnell und unerwart abgebrochen wird, daß die Ohren der Zuhörer mehr beleidiget als belustiget werden. This last passage hints at the larger aesthetic-ethical compass of moderation, which condemns hurrying, exaggeration, and inconsistency-markers of the irrationality and untempered passion that good taste (and good conduct) condemn. With respect to overdotting, Leopold would thus have the performer err on the side of restraint, holding the dot "rather too long than too briefly. In this manner hurrying is avoided and good taste promoted."
92
Consistency-which moderates impulsivity-is likewise incorporated into Leopold's humanistic concept of taste. Of ensemble playing, he writes: "Many who have no idea of taste never retain the evenness of tempo in the accompanying of a concerto part, but endeavour always to follow the solo-part."
93
And of bowing a given passage, he writes that "not a little is added to evenness and purity of tone if you know how to fit much into one bow. Yea, it goes against nature if you are constantly interrupting and changing. . . . one must always approximate to nature as nearly as possible." 94 "Zur Gleichheit und Reinigkeit des Tones trägt auch nicht wenig bey, wenn man vieles in einem As Leopold repeatedly emphasizes, the performer who takes nature as his model and reason as his guide thus embodies the virtues of moderation-consistency, control, and restraint-and imbues his music with the good taste that they impart. Such virtues are to be lauded where they are found-as in Michael Haydn's Hieronymus Mass in C Major, which "flows along naturally . . . the themes being most natural and without any exaggerated progressions or too sudden modulations" 95 -and condemned where they are found to be lacking, as with the violinist of poor taste, who piles appoggiaturas one on another, toward an effect that "can surely never sound natural but only exaggerated and confused."
96
Leopold's aesthetic ideal of moderation casts him-in this regard, at least-as the consummate neoclassicist. Cicero identified moderation with the beauty, consistency, and order that are the virtues of his ideal humanistic society.
97 Cicero was not alone 
Taste and the Classical Virtues of Style
Moderation is further suggested in the canonical four virtues of style, which grew out of Aristotle's definition of stylistic excellence and emerged as a central feature of classical aesthetics. The four virtuescorrectness, clarity, ornamentation, and propriety-emerge in Leopold's writings as a self-moderating system organized around two opposing dyads: clarity and ornamentation, on the one hand, and correctness and propriety, on the other.
It is no coincidence that Leopold's concept of taste incorporates these four virtues, for they comprise the foundation of ancient Roman aesthetics and further articulate the interdependence of ethical and aesthetic dimensions, so central to the Jesuit educational ideal.
Clarity and Ornamentation
In classical aesthetics, oratorical ethics provided a needed defense against the charges associated with moving a listener to persuasion. Indeed, the targeting of emotions and impulses was at the root of much criticism directed toward rhetoric from antiquity through the eighteenth century. This is why Cicero, for one, was so intent on grounding the orator's persuasive efforts in deep moral and intellectual conviction. Oratory was not to be mere manipulation, for "it is impossible for the listener to feel indignation, hatred or ill will, to be terrified of anything, or reduced to tears of compassion, unless all those emotions which the advocate would inspire in the arbitrator are visibly stamped or rather branded on the advocate himself."
99
Sincerity thus marked the difference between communicative and manipulative forms of expression. Communication rests on genuine shared experience, while manipulation reduces the speaker's expressive vocabulary to tools and tricks-tricks "that leave speeches so muddled up" and "inverted that there is no head or tail to them." 100 Through such means, "oratory, the proper function of which is to throw light on the facts, only contributes additional darkness."
101
One of Leopold's most striking charges of trickery concerns not music but fashion. He writes, I really cannot tell you whether the women in Paris are fair; for they are painted so unnaturally, like the dolls of Berchtesgaden, that even a naturally beautiful woman on account of this detestable make-up is unbearable to the eyes of an honest German. In invoking honesty, Leopold articulates the Ciceronian line between persuasion and deception that informs not only his taste in fashion but in music as well. Indeed, the deception that he perceives in la mode of Parisian fashion is nothing short of criminal when applied to music:
Many imagine themselves to have brought something wonderfully beautiful into the world if they befrill the notes of an Adagio Cantabile thoroughly, and make out of one note a couple of dozen. Such note-murderers expose thereby their bad judgment to the light, and tremble when they have to sustain a long note or play only a few notes singingly, without inserting their usual preposterous and laughable frippery. 103
Such frippery cannot compete with the pure and clear sentiment expressed in, for example, a "beautiful" beggars' duet in fifths.
104 For Leopold, as for his classical exemplars, clarity is the primary defense against and antidote to the potential abuse of the persuasive arts, abuse that reduces their communicative properties to manipulation and deceit.
However, neither oratory nor music aims solely to communicate; both art forms speak above all to the passions in order to move the listener to persuasion. Clarity, which is primarily intellective, must therefore be complemented by the judicious use of ornamentation. Ornamentation comprises the expressive core of music, thereby elevating communication to art. Leopold defines the "common sense" required to execute proper embellishments by virtue of its absence:
They play without method and without expression: piano and forte are not differentiated; the embellishments are in the wrong place, too overloaded, and mostly played in a confused manner; or often the notes are far too bare and one observes that the player knows not what he should do. 105
For Leopold, the tasteful performance of a piece depended on the judicious use of expressive effects, in adherence to the expressive properties of the piece at hand and with an aim to move the hearer.
Correctness and Propriety
Correctness is quickly dispensed with in Cicero's discussion of the virtues of style, for this is the province of rules and is therefore easily "conveyed by books and by elementary education."
106
Propriety, by contrast-elsewhere expressed as "appropriateness" and "suitability"
107
defines oratory as fluid and therefore demands greater explication. Propriety relativizes correctness, for this virtue demands that style be appropriate to content and context. Although there is a place for the simplicity of the "popular style," its use should be appropriate to the subject matter. Leopold thus admonishes his son, As this passage testifies, propriety demands consideration of both the nature of the work and the given audience's taste. However, these two points of reference (namely, the audience and the work itself) are not always compatible; the tensions between them identify taste as Janus-faced: fluid and dialogic, on the one hand, and fixed and unyielding, on the other. As befits his neoclassical orientation, Leopold reconciles this contradiction seamlessly: the successful composer yields to his audience's taste ultimately as means to elevate that audience to a higher standard-in art and in life.
Humanism denotes not only an engagement with humanistic studies but, further, a belief in the power of those studies to engender certain cultural values.
110 This is why the Society of Jesus placed such a high premium on classical learning; as I have suggested, Ciceronian classicism was seen to provide an intellectual and aesthetic complement to the ethical and religious teachings of the Jesuit faith, thus producing scholars of intellect, wisdom, faith, and moral uprightness.
Wisdom, morality, and faith were the three central tenets of the Jesuit educational ideal, and classical texts were viewed as one important resource for achieving it. I argue that Leopold was influenced by his classical studies, as his aesthetic concept of taste incorporates the principles and values therein.
It is no coincidence that these aesthetic values analogize with ethical ones. The Society of Jesus was an outward-facing religion, whose emphasis on classical learning served a broad civic agenda. Leopold's aesthetic ideal of good taste, which emphasizes wisdom, uprightness, moderation, clarity, propriety, correctness, and expressive ornamentation, defines him as a humanist and, in the process, marks a further point of contact and complementarity between the rationalistic Enlightenment and the Christian faith.
